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1. Purpose	

In fulfillment of Criteria and Indicator 6.5 of The FSC National Forest Stewardship Standard of Canada,, 
Hearst Forest Management Inc (HFMI) has compiled the level of representation of native ecosystems 
within parks & conservation reserves, using best available information.  Considering input received over 
the years from the public and First Nations, both informally and through intentional engagement, HFMI 
has proposed Designated Conservation Lands (DCLs) that contain rare native ecosystems, high caribou 
occupancy, and public recreation that is not already in parks & conservation reserves.  Areas planned as 
permanent deferrals for caribou in the current FMP also are DCLs.  As such there is considerable overlap 
between High Conservation Value (HCV) areas and DCLs. 

Note that DCLs are  protected only in that trees will not be harvested under the SFL licence.  Protected 
areas are not protected from First Nations use, recreational use, mineral exploration, or  mining.  

Protected areas are not protected from natural processes, except from forest fires which are usually 
suppressed. A major challenge of ensuring that all forest types will be there for future generations is that 
protecting some types does not ensure they will persist. Some types such as jack pine and poplar cannot 
regenerate well under themselves without disturbance, and fire is now very rare on the Hearst Forest, so 
protection eventually leads to replacement by other successional types. For this reason, the discussion of 
each candidate will include the degree of persistence of its forest types. 

Some Local First Nations have expressed that restrictions on their use of land, such as regulated Parks or 
unofficial DCLs,  are inconsistent with their world view and with their rights.  The DCLs  proposed 
herein are subject to  Free, Prior, and Informed Consent (FPIC) of indigenous peoples  

2. The	Landbase	

The Hearst Forest extends from the rolling terrain of the height of land in Ecodistrict 3E-2 (Hornepayne) 
northwards through Ecodistrict 3E-1 (the Claybelt) to the approximate limit of merchantable timber 
stands at the edge of the James Bay Lowlands (Ecodistricts 2W-2,  2E-2 and 2E-4). 
Private land and federal First Nations land  is not considered in this analysis. 

Existing Parks & Protected Areas 

The existing parks and protected areas currently make up 6% of the Hearst Forest, 73,496 ha out of 
1,229,350 ha (Crown land and water).  The logging history of each is shown below. Note that fire has 
been excluded from all of these for the past hundred years, which is not an entirely natural condition. 
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2E-2 84,230 14,281 150 14,431
2E-4 35,120 389 389
2W-2 1,700
3E-1 730,930 14,442 13,534 5252 150 1137 34,515
3E-2 377,370 21,190 2971 24,161
total 1,229,350 73,496

Non-Protected  Areas 

Protected areas exist in a landscape that is managed to ensure that there is always a natural range of forest 
types and ages, while also supporting timber harvest and regeneration.  The lands proposed as candidates 
for  protection here under Indicator 6.5 are in addition to the much larger non-park areas that are reserved 
from harvest or not eligible for harvest, such as: 

 Harvest reserves mandated by forest management guides such as riparian reserves, and residual 
patches retained within harvest blocks.  

 Forest types which are excluded from harvest because they support little or no merchantable 
timber (e.g. wetter sites).  

 Guide -mandated large-scale harvest deferrals such as caribou DCHS deferrals (up to 100 years) 
 Non-spatial old forest requirements, i.e. requirements to maintain a certain #ha in old condition  

(to which the above contribute).  
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These lands do not qualify as 'protected areas' for the purpose of gap analysis, yet they do ensure that 
about half the forest is always in mature/ overmature conditions, providing habitat and other ecological 
services.  Some of these unharvestable areas have been included in Designated Conservation Lands to 
lessen the impact on timber supply;  they would have to remain Designated Conservation Lands even if 
future guidelines, markets, or technology enabled harvest. 

Areas which have been historically harvested and have re-grown are very similar ecologically to 
unharvested forest of the same age and type;  the largest difference is accessibility by humans, which 
ranges from convenient to non-existent, especially due to the use of low-impact winter roads for 
harvesting.  

Regarding condition and ecological integrity, fire has been largely excluded from the Hearst Forest for 
decades. Due to climate and terrain, natural fire cycles are far longer on the Hearst Forest than in 
Northwestern Ontario.  Far Suppression has been so effective that every little area burs.  Prescribed 
burning, once common has only occurred once since 1995.  

An abundance of  forest types and ages on the landscape is ensured by MNRF guides and policies.  The 
current Forest Management Plan (FMP) meets the requirements of the Stand and Site Guide,  Landscape 
Guide,  and Caribou Conservation Plan (CCP). 
FMPs must maintain an amount of mature/old forest of each FU similar to that of the natural forest.In the 
CCP area, the FMP must alsomaintain a certain amount of old forest that is caribou habitat.  
FMPs classify the forest by Forest Unit (FU) rather than LV types, which makes direct comparison 
difficult.  On the Hearst Forest, there is currently 568,000 ha of mature /old forest, 56% of the total forest.   
Over the next 100 years, the FMP projects that an average 464,000 ha mature/old forest will be 
maintained. 
Some of this non-spatial mature/old areais deferred from harvest in large-scale caribou DCHS deferrals. 
Deferral locations can be adjusted in each new 10-yr FMP, as long as the forest within them meets certain 
criteria.  The table below shows that 188,000 ha of forest that is currently mature will not be harvested for 
many decades to come.  In all but 3E-2, the deferred stands are mostly 'virgin' timber. 

40+yr Deferrals, Currently Mature Forest  only,  not Parks 
Deferred Forest Area (ha) by Deferral Period

40 yrs - C 60yrs - D 80 yrs - E Permanent - X
2E-2 Moose River 4,900
2E-4 Lower Kenogami 6,100 7,200 1,600
3E-1 The Claybelt 43,900 41,100 40,400 4,800
3E-2 Hornepayne 25,500 12,500

IUCN Category 

The Crown land not in Parks and Conservations Reserves falls within IUCN (International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature) Category VI , Protected Area with Sustainable Use of Natural Resources:  
"Category VI protected areas conserve ecosystems and habitats together with associated cultural values 
and traditional natural resource management systems. They are generally large, with most of the area in a 
natural condition, where a proportion is under sustainable natural resource management and where low-
level non-industrial use of natural resources compatible with nature conservation is seen as one of the 
main aims of the area." Protected	Area	Categories	|	IUCN
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3.	Method	&	Results	-	the	Classifications	

As required in National Standard criteria 6.5..2, to evaluate the sufficiency of  the Conservation Areas 
Network as representative sample areas of native ecosystems, we evaluated  the degree to which the 
diversity of soils and vegetation on the land as a whole are protected, using best available information. 
The following analysis identifies potential gaps in the completeness of the Conservation Areas Network 
in the Hearst Forest.  Two approaches are used, both consistent with the most recent MNRF direction, 
Natural Heritage Gap Analysis Methodologies Used by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, 25 
January 1999.  Both approaches do a separate gap analysis for each ecodistricts.  One approach classifies 
each stand  into landform/soil types and then vegetation types as per ELC Ecosites. The other approach 
subdivides the ecodistricts by landform into 'Enduring Features'. 

3.1		Soil/vegetation	types	

The Original Gap Analysis, 2010 

MNRF Parks staff used the MNRF GapTool with the best available data in 2010 to identify representative 
examples of both earth science (geology) and life science (ecology) based on landform and vegetation 
types.  For landform, NOEGTS  (Northern Ontario Engineering Geology Terrain Study) data derived 
from Quaternary Geology was used. NOEGTS data is of low accuracy on this landscape. For vegetation, 
the then-current 1986 FRI was updated for harvest and regenerationto 2010. The same FRI and NOEGTS 
was used for the gap analysis for Lands for Life/ Living Legacy planning in 1999. Ecodistricts that extend 
beyond the FRI,  2E-4 and 2E-2, were classified via the Landcover2000 dataset. Data was in a 25m raster. 
MNR stipulated that within each Ecodistrict, at least 1% of a landform - vegetation (L/V) association or 
50 ha in Parks & Conservation Reserves (CRs) was needed to ensure long-term biodiversity conservation.  
L/V associations that didn't meet that minimum were 'representation gaps'.HFMI selected Candidate 
Protected areas, and calculated the % of each L/V type which was either in Parks/CRs or candidate areas.  

The Gap Analysis using the 2016  eFRI 
TheFRI used in the 2010 Gap Analysis was superseded by the  2016 enhanced forest inventory (eFRI) 
based on 2007 imagery.  The 2007 imagery was high-resolution, multispectral and interpreted through 
stereo software, supported by over 2000 ground plots, resulting in a far more detailed inventory.   

Representation by Ecosite:  
This 2016 eFRI includes the Ecosite Classification, which classifies land based on the 10 soils groups and 
12  vegetation types.  Ecosite is Ontario's new standard ecological classification Thus, it is in effect an 
L/V type classification. An important caveat to keep in mind is that the soils can be difficult to interpret 
from imagery (whereas the vegetation is directly visible) and so soils can be one class on either side, e.g. 
a Key 7 could be a Key 8., so a B085 could be a B101. Also, note that Ecosites don't indicate age.  
The Designated Conservation Lands, and subsequent additions, were classified by Ecosite. The  % of 
each Ecosite which was either in Parks-CRs or in Designated Conservation Landswas calculated, below.  
Gaps in representation are discussed.  

Representation by Forest Unit: 
The 2016 eFRI was classified as required by the FMP Manual into 14 Forest Units.  Forest Units (FU) are 
the basis of wood supply and habitat modelling, and the basis of the Allowable Harvest Area. The  % of 
each FU either in parks or in candidate areas was calculated.  Gaps in representation are discussed.  
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Table 1. Representation by Ecosite - Hearst Forest - All EcoDistricts combined 
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There is no set target for sufficiency by Soils Types; but given that FSC's overall representation 
requirement is 10%, and there are many Soils Types, it is fair to aim for a minimum of 1/2 the 
overall target, i.e. 5%, per FU. No Soils Type is <5% represented (except Anthropogenic at 2%).  

In examining and prioritizing the slate of under-represented  EcositesTable, the ability of each 
Ecosite  typeto persist under protection was considered, as discussed below. Also considered was 
local knowledge of the forest, its vegetation, its glacial history, its ecology, its history of human 
use, and what areas would benefit from protection from harvesting.  

The desire for a condition 'not having been harvested' was not possible to meet with 
Ecositeswhich do not occur much naturally such as White Spruce, Balsam Fir and Jack Pine pure 
.While post-harvest regeneration can be designated as 'protected', the question would be what 
value is being protected from what impact. 

Vegetation Types 

Red & White Pine 
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Red & White Pine is extremely rare on the Hearst Forest.  
There are 2 Pr&Pw plantations on the Forest near Calstock, as well as young natural seeded 
trees.  The mature Pr and Pw are all of natural origin and are  High Conservation Value. The 
wood industry does not use, and may not harvest, white & red pine, so they are not in danger of 
being harvested. 

Caveats about red pine and white inthe eFRI Ecosite and Forest Unit are:  
- The known mature natural-origin Pr and Pw occur assmall Pockets which, due to minimum 
polygon size rule,  may not be classed with Pr or Pw in the species comp.  
- Of the 'PrPw' ecosites (B033, B048, B064) in the FRI, only 2 stands actually contain Pr or Pw. 

Mature natural-origin red pine occurs as small patches  or individuals in  permanent riparian 
reserves in the coarse-soiledArnott Moraine (on the shores of Red Pine Lake, Corine Lake, Big Skunk 
Lake, and Arnott Lake, generally on top of steep south-facing shorelines.. There are also individuals on 
the south-facing shoreline of Widgeon? Lake on the Rogers Road esker.  Scattered individual red 
pine also are continually seeding  into some adjacent areas and are now about 20 years old. 

An objective for red & white pine in the 2019 FMP sets a target of  the planting of 10 ha of red or white 
pine over the 10-year FMP, due to indications that these species were more prevalent 100 years ago. .   

In the Arnott Moraine area, The Earth and Life Science Report for the Nagagamisis Signature Site (2000) 
considered the mature red pine to be of special significance, and recommended that the riparian reserves 
which house the mature red pine be maintained, and extended to capture young naturally seeded red pine 
in the adjacent areas.  

There are 7 mature white pine super-canopy trees  (The Seven Sisters) near the junction of the Calstock 
Bypass and Rogers Roads.   The white pine has been successful at seeding in underneath the canopy and 
there is currently regenerating white pine in the area. As noted by reviewer Roger Wesley of CLFN, 
"These 7-9 Eastern White Pine are naturally regenerating at this site which is something I believe 
needs further assessment.  Assessing why and how they came to grow in this site so far north 
from their range is something I would consider a HCV that needs more detailed assessment thus 
the fine filter approach suggestion.  ...The 7-9 Eastern White Pine at this site are much older than 
the mentioned tree-planted pine found elsewhere on the forest, so assessing their origin is some-
thing of importance.  This site and species may want to be considered as a Biodiversity Reserve."
This stand with the most northerly natural mature white pine is Designated Conservation Land #15.

Black Ash  
Black Ash was assessed in 2021 as Endangered by COSSARO based on future expected 
mortality in most of its range (not locally) from Emerald Ash Borer.  The forest industry does not 
use, and may not harvest, black ash. Rarely, ash is cut for woodworking.  Black ash occur almost 
exclusively along riparian areas,which are reserved from harvest. Black ash appear in the 
SpComp of the FRI.  While black ash are not in particular need of protection, a particularly 
concentrated community is captured in DCL #18 (Mattawishkwia Lakes). 
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Jack Pine 
The richer the site, the more understorey competition prevents jack pine regeneration in the 
absence of fire. Only on bedrock or very dry sites does jack pine regenerate itself. One candidate 
site with mature jack pine on bedrock (DCL #11) has been proposed for this reason.There are 
only 2 small stands of young fire-origin pine; there are thousands of hectares of planted 
pine.There is mature jack pine protected in Nagagamisis Prov. Park, but it is dying out and being 
succeeded by balsam fir.An extensive area of young planted jack pinein a harvested area was 
added to Nagagamisis Park in 1999, so it is protected from future harvest. 

Balsam Poplar, Aspen Poplar and Hardwood-leading mixes:  
Contrary to the stereotype of the boreal forest as being endless black spruce, Aspen is very 
common in mature stands, though  far more in mixtures with conifer than in pure stands.  Aspen 
poplar is partially merchantable.It regenerates well when stands are opened up to let light reach 
the forest floor, and is common in post-harvest regeneration; aspen- dominant stands are usually 
left for natural poplar regeneration.Without disturbance, e.g. in a park, aspengenerally does not 
regenerate well. 
While there is much mature fire-origin poplar in  Missinaibi, Nagagamisis and Pichogen Parks, 
there is not much young fire-origin poplar on undisturbed sites to replace the mature stands when 
they decay.Therefore it was important to protect a such a site (DCL #10, Eureka Lake burn). 

White Birch 
White birch occurs in uplands like poplar but also as scattered small individuals in lowlands. 
Needing the right substrate to seed in,birch can arise post-fire or post-harvest. Individuals are 
short-lived and a protected stand may not persist a long time. Extensive pure standsare rare on 
the Forest, especially fire-origin never-harvested ones.  A prime example has been captured in 
DCL#17 (Minnipuka Lakes).  

Black Spruce and Tamarack 
The ability of a Black Spruce stand to persist as black spruce over time depends on 
siteclass.Wetmoss on lowlands is a good seedbed for spruce, but dry upland mineral soil, if not 
exposed, is not.  Tamarack is unmerchantable and seeds in and grows quickly on any site with 
sun and is therefore increasing its presence on the Forest; it doesn't need protection.  Black 
spruce on lowlands will persist over time ('store on the stump') better than most species, and 
where there are caribou it is a used habitat type, which is why candidates have been proposed 
with lots of low ground black spruce where there could be caribou (DCLS #1, #4, #5, #10, #3 
and #9). Black spruce on uplands is fairly long-lived but cannot reproduce itself on dry land 
unless the mineral soil is exposed.  Black spruce has been regenerated by the tens of thousands of 
hectares both naturally on lowlandsand by planting on uplands, but does not meet the criteria for 
protection. 

Cedar and Balsam Fir 
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Cedar also known as Ma-sa-kee-sic-mee-stik (Tree of Many Uses) and Balsam Fir regenerate 
well under a canopy and are not merchantable and are therefore increasing in presence on the 
Forest.  Both are easily killed by fire,so their presence reflects time-since-fire, which is why 
there are few in the Thunderhouse-Waxatike and McCoig areas, and a lot elsewhere.  The eFRI 
portrays much more balsam fir than the previous FRI, and both Fushimi and Nagagamisis parks 
are increasing in balsam fir component. Cedar and Balsam fir don't need protection as a species. 
However, cedar is very important to local indigenous peoples for spiritual, medicinal, and 
practical uses.  Stands of large mature cedar easily accessible from Constance Lake First Nation 
are desired.  HFMI will engage with CLFN members to determine how best to maintain them. In 
the meantime, DCL #14 is a placeholder. 

 White Spruce 
White spruce can grow to a very old age and can persist or 'store on the stump', as it does in 
riparian reserves.  It  occurs in mixtures with other species on uplands. White spruce doesn't 
regenerate by itself well without exposed mineral soil, so the Forest's young white spruce stands 
have been planted, usually mixed with black spruce and jack pine,  often with poplar ingress to a 
mixedwood condition.White spruce exploits well the rich uplands of ecodistricts 3E-1 and 3E-2.  
Indeed, the most extensive plantations of white spruce in Ontario are inthe Hearst - Hornepayne 
area. 

Other rare ecological conditions 

Fire origin condition: 
It is well established that a recently post-fire site is different in soil and vegetation from a site 
longer since fire, and especially different from a site whose trees originated from natural 'fall-
down' succession.  A former MNR Area biologist declared that the rarest forest condition on the 
Hearst Forest is the recently burned type with pre-sapling and sapling regeneration. (G. Lucking, 
2004. Pers. Comm..) 

Indeed on the 3E-1 ecodistrict on the Hearst Forest, only 28,300 ha has burned in large (>200ha) 
wildfires since 1920.  Of this, all has been altered by humans (salvage cut, roaded, planted, or 
farmed) or is private land - - except the 1974 Eureka Lake burn and the 1945 Sweet Twp burn. 
The Sweet burn area includes 4700 ha on the Hearst Forest (the rest on the Gordon Cosens) and 
much of that is muskeg (some is in DCL#7). Thus the 1974 Eureka burn - which is actually a 
partial re-burn ofthe larger McCoig 1911fire - is the best  of only 2 sites with this condition on 
3E-1 on the Forest.  Therefore the 1974 EurekaLake burn is proposed as DCL #10.  

On the 3E-2 ecodistrict, the part of the 1995 Legge Twp burn (near the southern edge of the 
forest) which has never been harvested  is proposed as DCL#12. 

Rock 
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Exposed bedrock and shallow soil over bedrock are rare on the Hearst Forest due to its history of 
glaciation. These are ecosites B009 - B024 and B162 - B165, with a total 6,838 ha so classified 
on the Forest in the eFRI, out of 1,193,755 ha Crown land, or  0.6%, virtually all in Ecodistrict 
3E-2 or in the Waxatike area. (Caveat: occurrences smaller than the eFRI minimum polygon size 
are not so classified.)  Rock/ shallow ecosites often support terrestrial Cladinaspp lichen, aka 
reindeer lichen.  
Current harvesting with feller-bunchers as practiced on the Hearst Forest has been observed to 
not disturb terrestrial lichen mats. The small size of the trees on such sites and the sometime 
steep drops discourage machine travel on these sites.  Nevertheless, there may be some benefit to 
excluding machine travel and harvest from a good example. DCL #11 captures one of the best 
undisturbed examples. 

Wild Rice 
Wild rice in lakes is rare on the Hearst Forest. Although wild rice is not at risk from harvesting,  
DCL #18 (Mattawishkwia Lakes) captures the largest community, along with black ash.  

Caribou Habitat 
With the advent of the Caribou Conservation Plan (CCP), there is now a requirement to maintain 
caribou habitat on approximately 60% of the Hearst Forest.  Six Designated Conservation Lands 
arose from the Dynamic Caribou Habitat Schedule (DCHS) for the Forest which was a 
requirement of the Caribou Conservation Plan (CCP) and the planning process for the 2017-2019 
and 2019-29  Forest Management Plan (FMP).  The DCHS is designed to ensure that caribou 
always have somewhere suitable to exist on the forest.  The DCHS especially retains caribou 
habitat where caribou are (i.e. in the Nagagamisis area) as well as maintains connectivity to areas 
north of the forest to allow for population mixing. Connectivity was aided by preferentially 
selectingseveral Candidates in the west side of the Forest between the Far North and where 
caribou are (see map p. xx). 
Proposed DCLs #1, #4, #5 and #7 are  DCHS  ‘X Lands’ -   contiguous areas of poor timber yet 
good caribou habitat  that are planned to be permanently deferred from harvest and access to 
provide long term caribou refuge habitat. 
Proposed DCLs #3 and #9 are planned to be deferred until 2067 ("D") and 2047 ("C") 
respectively.  
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3.1.3  Evaluation of  Ecosite (Soils/Vegetation) gaps -  entire 3E-1 Ecodistrict 

Gap Analysis should be done across an entire Ecodistrict.  Ecodistricts span across Forests, so 
this analysis requires GIS data from other Forests.  Ecodistrict 3E-1 is the Claybelt.  It extends 
across the Hearst, Gordon Cosens, and Abitibi River Forests (see below). Data is pending for 
FSC DCLs and Private land on the Abitibi Forest. 

The Ecosystems of Ontario Part 2: Ecodistricts describes this ecodistrict in detail, including:  
Fine-textured glaciolacustrine deposits, a remnant lake bed from glacial Lake Ojibway, can be 
found throughout the ecodistrict. Starting nearly 9,000 years ago, glacial Lake Ojibway formed in 
front of the ice sheet, shrinking and growing as the glacier advanced and retreated, eventually 
following the receding ice sheet north. The presence of fine-textured morainal and glacio-
lacustrine deposits over half of the area influenced the ecodistrict’s name. Much of the ecodistrict 
is very poorly drained, resulting in extensive areas with organic accumulations. Glaciofluvial 
deposits are dominated by eskers that are often accompanied by kame and kettle features. 
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Evaluation - 3E-1 

The gap analysis compares, across Ecodistrict 3E-1,  the area of the Conservation Area Network 
(regulated Parks and Conservation Reserves plus proposed FSC Designated Conservation Lands) 
to the area of Crown Land (i.e. net of private and federal land).  The data above is given by 
Ecosites (MNRF Ecological Land Classification).  Ecosites classed as Anthropogenic, i.e. 
permanently cleared for human use, are excluded.  Data is missing for private forested land in the 
Abitibi Forest, but it is expected to be negligible. 

Because this evaluation includes Forests outside the Hearst Forest, a shortfall does not mean that 
the shortfall must be filled on the Hearst forest; rather, a shortfall is a flag to consider in deciding 
where to designate DCLs. 

The 10% threshold does not need to be met on every Ecosite, however, it does need to be 
considered.  Achievement can be considered by Ecosite Key, i.e. soils group. An arbitrary 
standard of 5% was used for soils group. For Ecosite, the standard used in MNRF gap analysis, 
1% or 50 ha, was used.  Less focus is on shrub ecosites. For Ecosites smaller than 50ha, consider 
case-by-case and look at the same tree type in different soil groups.  

 Across the whole Ecodistrict E-1, is the Parks, Protected Area & DCL >10% ?
o Yes 

 In each of the  soils group, is the Parks, Protected Area & DCL >5% ?
o Yes,  except for  Active shorelines, which are already protected by riparian reserves. 

 Which Ecosites don't meet the L/V type threshold used in MNRF gap analysis (1% /50 ha)? 
o B024, PjSb - Very Shallow: 0/164 ha.  B024 in 3E-2 meets threshold
o B026, PrPw - Very Shallow: 0/75 ha.   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B033, PrPw - Dry Sandy :     0/57 ha   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B084, Cw   -  Fresh Clayey:  0/160 ha  Cw on all other Soil types meets threshold 

Note that the Hearst, Gordon Cosens, and Abitibi River Forests are all FSC certified and as such 
their Conservation Area Network on each Forest exceeds 10% of the Crown Forest. The Abitibi 
Forest has one particular DCL, the Caribou Zone 3, which extends across 129,700 ha of the 
northern end of the Abitibi Forest.  

Ecodistrict 3E-1 is the Claybelt ecodistrict, so it is not surprising that Key10 - Hydric comprises 
49% of the Ecodistrict, or that Key 9; moist clays, comprise 26%.   Sandy soils and rock soils 
types are rare.  

11% of the crown land in the 3E-1 ecodistrict as a whole is in the Conservation Network (i.e. 
Ontario Parks & Conservation Reserves or in FSC Designated Conservation Land). Breaking 
down the achievement, ecosites that are numerically under-represented at 7-9% are, surprisingly, 
the common Key 8 and Key 9 clay sites. The rarer ecosites are relatively more represented by %.  
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One factor in the relatively lower representation of the more common ecosites is that their 
denominator is larger, and that the gap analysis exercise to add Parks & Protected areas via the 
1999 Ontario Lands for Life/ Living Legacy exercise favored vegetative diversity over tracts of 
homogenous claybelt stands were not favored.   

A second factor of the clay soils being <10% represented was that intact condition was favored 
in the gap analysis exercise, as well as by FSC.  This region of Ontario was developed through a 
policy to farm the Claybelt and build towns along the railroads.  Timber harvesting initially was 
by companies cutting conifer pulp logs off the railroads, and by farmers, and private land is 
extensive; harvesting patterns radiated out from the highways,  so the large tracts of never 
harvested landwas in the far west of the Hearst Forest, and the far north of the Abitibi Forest, not 
where parks would be established.  Indeed,  Fushimi Lake Prov Park was established on land that 
had once been partially cut. The diversity and intactness criteria led to Pichogen R. Prov Park 
and additions to Nagagamisis Prov Parks and to Missinaibi Prov Park which are only partly or 
not at all  in the Claybelt.  

Note that some rare vegetative ecotypes such as Pr/Pw and Ash appear on a couple different soils 
types, so they can be evaluated together. The Pw/Pr and Ash are well represented.  Pine, less so. 

This examination of the gaps in Ecodistrict 3E-1 demonstrate a diversity of sites protected and an 
overall sufficiency of the conservation areas network in 3E-1, with sufficient protection of rarer 
types, but a slight weakness in the common claybelt ecosite types; however,  there does not 
appear to be an insufficiency that needs additions from the Hearst Forest. 

3.1.4		Evaluation	of		Ecosite	(Soils/Vegetation)	gaps	-		entire	3E-2	Ecodistrict	

Ecodistrict 3E-2, named "Hornepayne",  centers on the Nagagami Forest and extends across the 
Hearst, Gordon Cosens, White River, Pic, and Kenogami Forests (see below).  

In the map below, note that private land and federal land are not shown for the White River, Pic, 
and Kenogami Forests, but it is negligible.  Private land in the Hearst, Nagagami, and Magpie 
Forests are excluded from this analysis. Note that the Hearst and Gordon Cosens Forests are FSC 
certified and have DCL's;  the other Forests do not, Kenogami is working towards certification. 

The Ecosystems of Ontario Part 2: Ecodistricts, Wester et al 2018 describes this ecodistrict in 
detail, including: 

Acidic bedrock, exposed at the surface or with a discontinuous layer of shallow generally 
morainal material dominates, especially in the south. The terrain is characterized by a 
rolling bedrock controlled landscape combined with undulating typically glaciolacustrine 
areas. Exposed bedrock is more common in the south. Bands of base-rich bedrock can be 
found east of the community of Manitouwadge and south & east of Kabinakagami Lake. 
Between the communities of Manitouwadge and Hornepayne, a series of faults adds 
relief to the landscape. In the north, deep glaciolacustrine sediments are more common. 
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Evaluation  3E-2 

The gap analysis compares, across Ecodistrict 3E-2,  the area of the Conservation Area Network 
(regulated Parks and Conservation Reserves plus proposed FSC Designated Conservation Lands) 
to the area of Crown Land (i.e. net of private and federal land).  The data above is given by 
Ecosites (MNRF Ecological Land Classification).  Ecosites classed as Anthropogenic, i.e. 
permanently cleared for human use, are excluded.  Data is missing for private forested land in the 
Nagagami, White River, Pic, and Kenogami Forest, but it is expected to be negligible. 
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Because this evaluation includes Forests outside the Hearst Forest, a shortfall does not mean that 
the shortfall must be filled on the Hearst forest; rather, a shortfall is a flag to consider in deciding 
where to designate DCLs. 

The 10% threshold does not need to be met on every Ecosite, however, representation of every 
ecosite needs to be considered.  Achievement can be considered by Ecosite Key, i.e. soils group. 
An arbitrary standard of 5% was used for soils group. For Ecosite, the standard used in MNRF 
gap analysis, 1% or 50 ha, was used.  Less focus is on shrub and non-vegetated ecosites. For 
Ecosites smaller than 50ha, consider case-by-case and look at the same vegetation (tree) type in 
different soil groups.  

 Across the whole Ecodistrict E-2, is the Parks, Protected Area & DCL >10% ?
o No. When evaluated, the overall was 3%, far less than the target 10%. 

 For each of the  soils group, is the Parks, Protected Area & DCL >5% ?
o None of the soil groups exceeded 6%.   

 Which Ecosites don't meet the L/V type threshold used in MNRF gap analysis (1% /50 ha)? 
o B026, PrPw - Very Shallow: 0/44 ha   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B033, PrPw - Dry Sandy :     0/36 ha   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B054, PrPw - Fresh Sandy :  0/214 ha   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B084, Cw   -  Fresh Clayey:  0/160 ha  Cw on all other Soil types meets threshold 
o B085, SbBf  - Fresh Clayey:  0/272 ha   
o B086, PoBw  - Fresh Clayey:  0/680 ha   
o B097, PrPw - Fresh Silty:      0/128 ha   doesn't exist on Hearst Forest 
o B117, Bf    - Moist Silty:      0/3532 ha   
o B133, HW Swp - Fresh Silty:  0/169 ha 
o B138, Open Bog - Fresh Silty:   0/87 ha 

Note that in 3E-2, only the Hearst and Gordon Cosens Forests are FSC certified;  the Kenogami 
Forest is working towards it, and the other Forests are not certified.  The other Forests have 
Parks, but not much in 3E-2.  Therefore there are shortfalls across the board.  Note that  Parks 
appear sparse on the other Forests in 3E-2, but there is a significant amount of land under  a 
different kind of land use restriction:  restrictions on access and harvest to protect remote 
tourism, as laid out in MNRF's Crown Land Use Atlas.  

With Nagagamisis, Pichogen & Missinaibi Prov Parks and large DCLs, There certainly is a high 
proportion of Conservation Area Network on the Hearst Forest - GCF part of  3E-2. Any 
changes, deletions or additions on the Hearst Forest will take into account the representation of 
ecosites.  
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3.2	Methods	-	World	Wildlife	Fund	(WWF)	Enduring	Features

The Enduring Feature classification developed by World Wildlife Fund are subdivisions of 
Ecodistrict based on landform, (the enduring feature).  The desire is that there be sufficient 
protected area within each Enduring Feature (EF). The subdivision of Ecodistricts into Enduring 
Features brings, as with any subdivision, a chance that some subdivisions may be less populated 
and some more populated,  so10% is not required in each.  

For EFs that are insignificant on the Forest (i.e. are mostly off the Forest), there is no expectation 
of meeting representation targets. An arbitrary threshold of 10,000 ha and 10% of the EF being 
in Crown land on the Hearst Forest was used; which seems consistent with the EFs which were 
of concern to WWF/ Ontario Nature.  EFs below this are 'grayed out' in the table below.   

In October 2013, Ontario Nature provided HFMI with the Enduring Features (EF) polygons, and 
calculated the amount of existing Parks/Conservation Reserves and HFMI candidate protected 
area (now Designated Conservation Land) in each EF polygon. Ontario Nature highlighted  4EFs 
as lacking sufficient representation in protected areas within the network of protected areas in 
Ontario.  Ontario Nature acknowledges that  the inclusion of the 200,000 ha of private land into 
the calculation is a mitigating circumstance. 

3.2.2	Evaluation	of		Enduring	Features		gaps	

In 2014, Ontario Nature recommended that these 4 EFs-  81322, 81360, 81500 and 81520- be 
considered for additional protected areas.  Since then, candidate DCLs were added to increase 
the representation of 2 of 4 of those Enduring Feature codes 81322 (#16) and 81520 (#12, #16).  
Using only Crown land (not private land) in the denominator, EF 81322 stands at 8% of Crown 
land, 81500 at 7%, and 81520 at 8%, which is sufficient.EF 81500 is largely private land so 
appeared to have low representation when private land was included. EF 81360 remains at 0% 
due to its proximity to a community, and to its all having been harvested at one time in history. 

There is no set target for sufficiency by Enduring Feature within the Crown land on the Hearst 
Forest alone; but given that FSC's overall representation requirement is 10%, and there are many 
Enduring Features, it is fair, and consistent with the Ontario Nature concerns,  to aim for a 
minimum of 1/2 the overall target, i.e. 5%, per EF.   

Two EFs do not meet this 5% target: EF 81360 as mentioned, and also EF 81264.  EF 81264 is in 
the farthest northeast of the Hearst Forest, in the Waxatike area.  This area was entirely harvested 
other than reserves and bypass. It should be noted that EF 81264 is in the caribou zone, where 
MNRF caribou policy advises that DCHS blocks be entirely cutover as much as possible, and 
suspends requirements for residual patches.  
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Ecodistricts 

The vast majority of  Ecodistricts 2E-2 and 2E-4 is beyond the Hearst Forest, in the James Bay 
Lowlands where sparse timber is concentrated on river banks and where First Nations will lead 
land use planning. Much of 2E-2 on the Hearst Forest is already in a Park. Gap analysis therefore 
focused on those ecodistricts with a significant portion on the Hearst Forest: 3E-1 and 3E-2. 

Landforms 

First, landforms were considered. In  Ecodistrict3E-1, the Claybelt,  fine clayey soils and organic 
deposits dominate; coarse-soil landforms and bedrock are rare. In 3E-2, the Hornepayne uplands,  
clays and organics are less common; sandy soils and shallow sites over bedrock dominate. 

Almost none of these landforms themselves are particularly in need of protection, as the only 
disturbance of any significance on the Forest  is timber cutting and the creation of logging roads, 
and most of that is on frozen soil. The exception is eskers from which aggregates are extracted. 
The esker-kame geology is rare and, being desirable for timber and aggregates, almost all has 
been either already roaded, had aggregate extraction, been harvested, or in a park. Indeed, the 
smallest Enduring Feature polygon on the Forest is an esker area; however, there are no stands 
on it which  meet the criteria of being undisturbed. 

Enduring Feature 81322, in 3E-1, EF type Bog/Bog/Fen: 

EF 81322 is centered on the Town of Hearst and the Highway 11 corridor through the towns of 
Hallebourg, Val Cote and Mattice.  As a result, this EF encompasses a large amount of private 
land, is highly roaded and is used by a large number of Hearst residents for recreation activities.   
The forest condition in this area is a mix of mixedwood, lowland spruce, some upland spruce 
forest types and previously cleared agricultural land, on a flat clay landscape.  Due to its 
settlement history, the age-class structure of the forest in EF 81322 is very mixed, ranging from 
80 year old second growth to fresh cutover. Many of the private lots that supported second 
growth conifer were harvested by private contractors in the 1990’s and were never actively 
regenerated. 

There is 143,338 ha of EF 81322 on the HearstForestbut 41% is private; 88,018 ha is Crown.  
EF 81322 contains a regulated Conservation Reserve, Dube Creek Iceberg Keelmarks, a lowland 
organic spruce site.  
HFMI proposes DCL #6 that encompasses the local cross country ski & snowshoe trails.The 
forest is second growth (with some burn) on rolling terrain. 
EF 81322 includes a part of DCL #7, the permanently deferred "X" DCHS zone in Hillmer Twp. 
HFMI also proposes Designated Conservation Land #16, Mattawishkwia Lakes, which is 6645 
ha in EF 81322. It is also a High Conservation Value. 
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Of the Crown land in the Hearst Forest of EF 81322 (88,018 ha), 846 ha is the Conservation 
Reserve, and 1115  ha is DCL #6 and 1010 ha in DCL#7 and 6645 ha is DCL #16, which brings 
representation in EF 81322 to 8%. 

Enduring Feature 81360, in 3E-1, EF type M/M/F:       

EF 81360 is 40 km west of Hearst in Ecodistrict 3E-1.   
EF 81360 is heavily dominated by mixedwood forest on a sandy esker complex, a uncommon 
feature in Ecodistrict 3E-1, the Claybelt. The forest condition is second growth following timber 
harvesting in the 50’s and 60’s as well as railway-caused forest fires from the 1940’s to 70’s.  
The Crown land has been harvested and regenerated, often to pine. There are several aggregate 
pits. Just outside this feature is the only known natural origin mature white pine on the Forest 
(DCL #15). 

EF 81360 is bisected by the Trans-Canada Highway (Highway 11), the Trans-Canada pipeline, 
hydro lines and the ONR rail line. It includes Constance Lake First Nation lands and part of 
Domtar’s private NassauTownship.  

This area is fully roaded and heavily used byConstance Lake First Nation members pursuing 
their treaty rights involving hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering. It is also a part of the 
community trapline HE-014 (a High Conservation Value).   The area is also heavily used for 
recreation by Hearst area residents and has a number of stocked trout lakes where roads are 
maintained by the local Club Chasse et Peche.   

Due to the level of access and use of the area, at this time, there is no good candidate  DCL 
(other than the adjacent DCL #15) available without extensive public consultation.  HFMI will 
explore opportunities to protect areas in this EF with the public, CLFN members, and other 
interested parties and stakeholders. 

Enduring Feature 81500, in 3E-2, EF type L/L/Bog: 

The forest of EF 81500 supports a mix of older (120 years plus) lowland spruce-tamarack, as 
well as forest that regenerated after harvest in the 1930’s and 40’s into 60-80 year old spruce-fir-
tamarack and  mixedwoods with fir understorey.   

Anecdotal reports confirm the presence of Woodland Caribou in the 60’s and 70’s, especially on 
bedrock caps, but the lack of recent sightings indicate that caribou have been extirpated from this 
area.  This area is outside MNRF's zone of continuous caribou habitat. 

 The total area of EF 81500 in the Hearst Forest is 259,793 ha of which 42% is private land, most 
owned by Wagner Forest Management and Domtar Forest Products.   EF 81500 is bisected by 
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Highway 583 South leading to Coppell and Mead, and by the Caithness Road which is the 
principle route to Oba and is heavily used by hunters, fishers and other recreationalists as well as 
CN Railway and the forest industry. 

DCL #8, Ebbs Large Landscape Patch,  been identified as a 60 year deferral within the forest 
management planning process.  This area was identified as a potential protected area as it has not 
been heavily accessed by recent forestry operations, has a history of anecdotal caribou sightings, 
and  will serve as a large landscape patch as required by Ontario’s Boreal Landscape Guide. 
The total amount of Parks & Conservation Reserves, and new HFMI proposed protected area, of 
the crown land in EF 81500 is approximately 7%. 

Enduring Feature 81520, in 3E-2, EF type M/F/R2: 

EF 81520 is in the south end of the Hearst Forest  in the rolling terrain of Ecodistrict 3E-2. Of its 
total 106,154 ha, 66,718 ha is in Crown land on the Hearst Forest. 

EF 81520 is largely covered by the Chapleau Crown Game Preserve.  Much of EF 81520 was 
harvested in the past 20 to 30 years following the spruce budworm infestation of the mid 1980’s. 
Hearst Forest Management Inc (HFMI) engaged with the North Superior Chief’s Forum on the 
management of the portion of the area of the Chapleau Game Preserve to explore their desire to 
develop a stewardship program for this area. 
EF81520 includes a major artery, the Caithness Road, that provides access to the Gordon Cosens 
Forest west of the Missinaibi River and two of Wagner Forest Management`s private townships 
(Martin and Mildred). 
Currently there is one Conservation Area within this EF, the Pichogen Mixedwood Conservation 
Reserve, adjoining the Hearst Forest boundary. It covers 3% of the EF.   

HFMI proposes DCL #12,  1,718 ha on the east side of Legge Township. This is a wildfire that 
escaped from a prescribed burn in 1995.  Young (pre-sapling and sapling) regeneration following 
a fire has been referred to as one of the rarest forest conditions on the HearstForest. (G. Lucking, 
2004. pers. comm..) 

HFMI also proposes DCL #17, 654 ha just south of the CNR along Minnipuka Lakes.  It 
contains undisturbed mature fire-origin white birch, which is a rare stand type. 

The two proposed DCLs are 2367 ha which, together with the 2968 ha of existing Conservation 
Reserve, cover 8% of the 66,718 ha of Crown land  in EF 81520 on the Hearst Forest. 
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4.0		Identification	of		Designated	Conservation	Lands	:		Rationale	and	
descriptions	
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Designated	Conservation	Lands	#1,	#4,	#5,	and	#7:		the	X	tracts	

These areas of low-ground swamp interspersed with some ridges of productive forest have been 
identified in the DCHS  as "X" tracts i.e. permanent deferral from timber harvest for long-term 
caribou habitat in places where caribou are or could conceivably live. The idea is to maintain 
large contiguous undisturbed areas by intentional design, by not allowing harvest incursions to 
'chase' the narrow ridges of productive timber in otherwise unproductive land. In the DCHS, they 
serve as forever untouched anchors of caribou habitat.  The low ground types of black spruce, 
treed muskegs, thickets, and bogs interspersed with dry ridges are ideal caribou refuge, and will 
persist indefinitely as such. 

The addition to Ecosite representation is shown in the table below. 

DCL#1 contributes to caribou habitat connectivity as it adjoins the northern boundary of the 
Forest.  It has Ecosite 85, SbBf on Fresh Clay, which is rare, but which is very similar to the 
common Ecosite 101. 

DCL #4, the Mercer Bog south of Hwy11 and west of Hwy 631, is a classic 'string bog' fen 
which caribou used repeatedly for calving and summer habitat (photo below). It is probably the 
largest 'string bog' fen so far south, and its protection was desired, even without caribou use.  As 
per the FRI Ecosite table below, #4 contains 233 ha of the 662 ha of Ecosite 141, Rich Fen on 
the entire Hearst Forest. 
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Regarding connectivity,  DCL #4 is, along with DCL#3,  an integral part of the strategy to 
maintain the Nagagami caribou. The caribou DCHS  (A, B, C, D, etc)  is designed so as to ensure 
perpetual connectivity between blocks with mature habitat.  

DCL#5  is an extensive 11,000 ha pristine muskeg adjoining the northern boundary of the Forest. 
Although no caribou have ever been seen in or near this site, caribou have been seen and collar 
data received about 15km to the north. There is some upland interspersed throughout. 
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DCL#7 is 6678 ha near Hillmer Lake in the Waxatike Area, whose forest originated with fires in 
1901 and 1945 and therefore wasn't accessed until recently when the fire-origin timber matured. 
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Part of DCL#7 was in the 1945 fire. DCL#7 covers 1 of only 2 reports of caribou in the 
Waxatike area. Several were seen together in the 1970's  southeast of Hillmer Lake. 
An adjoining DCL in the Gordon Cosens Forest is 5693 ha. Together, the DCLs around Hillmer 
Lake contribute to managing it as a remote tourism lake. 

Note that these "X" DCHS areas provide significant representation of Bogs and Fens.  As noted, 
DCL#4, the Mercer Fen, is a rare classic string fen. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land		#2	-	Mulloy	Iceberg	Keel	Marks	

Designated Conservation Land (DCL) #2 was suggested for protection during the Lands for Life/ 
Living Legacy process when it was found that the Ontario Parks personnel wished to protect an 
area with Iceberg Keelmarks, even though it was not a recognized Landform type. Iceberg keel 
marks occur here and there throughout the Hearst Forest.  They are long narrow depressions in 
the ground caused by the keel of an ancient iceberg. Keelmarks are affected by road construction 
and mechanical site prep (rather than timber-cutting itself). It was desired to maintain a good site 
unaltered. There is already a Conservation Reserve with keel marks (Dube Creek) but it has 
fewer keelmarks than this. The keelmarks were delineated with the help of new high-resolution 
stereo imagery. 
This candidate does not necessarily contribute under-represented ecosites, but rather is the best 
available example of this landform. There is no keelmark value to connect to outside this. 
Regarding connectivity, this block also contributes to maintenance of a travel corridor of suitable 
habitat between the Nagagami caribou and the Far North. 

HFMI proposes to protect this concentration of the keel marks across 1300 ha. It has been 
traversed by one road to access harvest to the south.  
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#3-	Nagagami	Caribou	activity.		

This is an area west of the Nagagami River south of Highway 11.  It is part of the McCoig 1910 
burn, is undisturbed and is lowland mostly pure black spruce with some tamarack and cedar and 
extensive muskeg almost devoid of hardwood.  It is classic caribou habitat, and radio collaring 
data indicates that the section south of Hwy 11 is a caribou calving area. Caribou have been 
sighted there in the winter on the ridges. The green hatch in the above map is MNRF's Caribou 
Species Occurrence area, which is derived from collar data. This area is a linchpin of the DCHS 
which maintains caribou habitat in a pattern that enables travel between the Nagagami Caribou 
and the Far North.  It is a DCHS "D" tract, i.e. 80 year deferral from harvest, with a piece of X 
tract i.e. permanent deferral (map above).  

INSERT RELEVANT INFORMATION PROVIDED BY  Roger Wesley  
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Designated Conservation Land #3 provides significant representation of two ecosites, B012 and 
B164, which are very rare on the Hearst Forest and tend to contain the terrestrial lichen Cladonia
which, according to research appear to be essential to caribou.  It also contains a significant 
proportion of B082. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#6	-	Recreational	Trails	

This is the area of the Hearst Cross Country Ski and Snowshoe Club trails.  Club members (140 
in 2020-21, plus many more day-use users) oppose harvesting around the  ski and snowshoe 
trails, and therefore permanent protection is proposed. These trails are also used by the public in 
summer. 

The area proposed for protection is a mix of upland 
and lowland, with a history of settler disturbance 
and fire, with much area of overmature uplands 
breaking up, but also a stand of pure large spruce 
and a beautiful uncommon white birch stand.  It is 
mostly surrounded by private land. The candidate  
area is 1,082 ha.   
Regarding connectivity, there is no need to connect 
to other recreational value outside this area.  
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#8	-		Ebbs	LLP	
Proposed DCL #8 is currently aLarge Landscape Patch (LLP) in Ebbs Twp deferred  in the 2019 
FMP to be from harvest until 2067.  The conversionof a long-term deferral to permanent deferral 
has less impact on long-term wood supply than permanently deferring other  lands.   

This area is south of Hearst, adjacent to Mead and west of the Caithness Road.DCL #8 straddles 
the boundary of 3E-1 and 3E-2 and has 1,166 ha in 3E-1 and 10,984 ha in 3E-2.   There are, on 
the 3E-2 portion, over 4,000 ha of black spruce uplands which are common on the adjacent 
claybelt but are under-represented on 3E-2. As evidenced by the network trails on the map 
below, much of this area was harvested in the 1920's to 1950's. This area is more remote than it 
appears: most of the mapped trails are overgrown or muskeg and  impassable even by ATV, 
which contributes to their conservation value.  This area is part of an remote, poorly accessed  
landscape  of older and younger forest. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#9	-	Area	236	"C"	
Candidate DCL#9  is at the northern edge of the Hearst Forest adjacent to the Nagagami River 
and is wholly located in eco-district 2E-4.  It is also a High Conservation Value as a Large 
Landscape Forest. 

DCL #9 is currently a DCHS "C" tract scheduled in the FMP to be deferred from harvest until 
2067.The forest is very old and has never been accessed by road or harvested, except for some 
mining exploration on the east side. 

It is a mix of lowland spruce and cedar which could act as caribou refuge habitat while also 
providing connectivity to forest north of the Hearst Forest. Caribou have been seen just to the 
north. 

A world-class deposit of graphite has been discovered at the eastern edge of this candidate, and 
exploratory holes have been drilled by Zenyatta Graphene Solutions.  As mentioned, 'protection' 
by an SFL does not prevent mining exploration, and it is unlikely the area of any known deposit 
would be made a provincial park, so it's quite possible the eastern edge could be disturbed in the 
years to come. 
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Designated	Conservation	Area	#10		-	Eureka	1974	burn	

As mentioned above,  the 1974 Eureka Lake burn - which is actually a partial re-burn of the 
larger McCoig 1910 fire - is the best example of only 2 sites with this condition on 3E-1 on the 
Forest.  No salvage harvest was done, and no roads made.  Therefore the 1974 Eureka Lake burn 
is proposed as a candidate site. It will provide a example of pristine post-burn ecology for 
decades to come. 
DCL #10 also contributes to the maintenance of a travel corridor of suitable habitat between the 
Nagagami caribou and the Far North.  It is in  DCHS "E" tract, so is deferred for 100 years. It is 
part of a High Conservation Value, a Large Landscape forest. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#11-		McLeister	Rock	-	Jack	pine	

An excellent example of a uncommon ecosite is in the upland jackpine - rock terrain in the 
McLeister Lake area. This ecosite has a greater chance of persisting compared to jack pine on 
richer deeper soils where vegetation prevents seeding in.  As well, McLeister Lake is a 
Designated Remote Tourism lake, so there is a chance to satisfy two objectives at once, as it was 
desired to ensure that people on the lake would not be able to view harvested land.  LiDAR data 
was used to project a viewscape from points throughout the lake, and the 2007 imagery was used 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#12-		Legge	1995	burn	

Candidate DCL #12 is in the southernmost extent of the Forest. It was selected to provide more 
protected area in Enduring Feature #81520. It is the never-harvested portion of the 1995 wildfire which 
is within EF 81520.   The fire-origin stand which is regenerating is of great ecological importance due 
to the its rarity. Branch road L-7 now cuts through it, but otherwise the DCL remains undisturbed. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#13	-		Renesig	Creek	Route	

This area of interest has been identified due a 10km winter route, and a 13 km summer route along 
Renesig Creek that partly follows the traditional trapline trail used by the Neegan family, a First 
Nations family who trapped the area for generations. 

In 2017, the forest along the newly built Thunder Road was planned for harvest and harvesting had been 
ongoing. Members of the public requested to the MNRF to defer the proposed harvesting along the 
route.  This value received the greatest ever number of written submissions to a Hearst Forest FMP.  
The 2019 FMP, Supp Doc 6.1.i,  references letters from the Mayor of Hearst and Mattice-Val Coté 
requesting the route be recognized as a trail with a 200m no-harvest buffer. It also notes that 
"approximately 25 Individuals in support of Thunder House trail & should be protected & identified as 
a value (200 meter buffer reserve)." The Hearst Forest FMP Planning Team decided to not declare the 
area an AOC, but to defer harvest for the time being. 

The Renesig Creek Route is a Designated Conservation Land. 
It is also a High Conservation Value for Community Needs. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#14	-	Cedar	Concentrations	near	CLFN	

The west side of the Hearst Forest encompasses in some of the greatest concentrations of cedar in 
Ontario.  Cedar is not a marketable species (aside from small uses) so is rarely harvested, and it seeds 
well  into cutovers, both uplands and lowlands. Thus, cedar is not rare; however,  large mature trees 
tend to occur in relatively small pockets along waterways, and in lowlands which are not easily 
accessed, and as individuals in cutovers. 

Cedar is very important to local indigenous peoples for spiritual, medicinal, and practical uses.   
As described by Roger Wesley, 

 "The Hearst Forest is known to be in an area of high concentration of Ma-sa-kee-sic-mee-stik
(Tree of Many Uses - Cedar).  This is also one of the Indigenous people’s primary gifts from the 
Creator.  It is also considered one of the four sacred medicines utilized in ceremony for 
Indigenous spiritual practitioners.  Such a value on the Hearst Forest should have some 
acknowledgement put towards it.  Identifying the large high concentration areas of cedar as areas 
of special concern would be a step in the right direction as per respecting indigenous culture and 
customs which need to be conserved at all times.  It would also support indirectly a form of 
reconciliation towards indigenous peoples and their ways of life." 

The large concentration of cedar is desired to be accessible for use.   This objective may be met through 
no-harvest prescriptions, or through prescriptions for harvesting in and around cedar concentrations, 
such as  through a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).  The  cedar concentration area just north of 
CLFN (below) is a placeholder pending engagement with the community. 

DCL #14 is a placeholder. 
Concentrations of mature large cedar close to CLFN are also a High Conservation Value. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#15	-	Seven	Sisters	White	Pine	

There are only 7 mature natural-origin white pine super-canopy trees (The Seven Sisters) on the Hearst Forest,. 
They are near the junction of the Calstock Bypass and Rogers Roads.   The white pine has been successful at 
seeding in underneath the canopy and there is currently regenerating white pine in the area. (There are two 
plantations of white pine on the Hearst Forest.) 

As noted by the reviewer Roger Wesley, "These 7-9 Eastern White Pine are naturally regenerating at this site 
which is something I believe needs further assessment.  Assessing why and how they came to grow in this site so 
far north from their range is something I would consider a HCV that needs more detailed assessment thus the fine 
filter approach suggestion.  ....   The 7-9 Eastern White Pine at this site are much older than the mentioned tree 
planted pine found elsewhere on the forest, so assessing their origin is something of importance.  This site and 
species may want to be considered as a Biodiversity Reserve." 

Due to their status as the most northerly natural mature white pine, the stand is a Designated Conservation Land. 
It is also a High Conservation Value as a Species at the Edge of Range.  
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DCL	#16	-	Mattawishkwia	Lakes	Black	Ash	-	Wild	Rice	Community	

Black Ash occurs uncommonly along shallow shorelines along waterways on the Hearst Forest.  The source of 
information is personal observation and the eFRI.  Wild rice occurs in shallow still water; it is rare on the Hearst 
Forest. Individual Elm has been seen there in 1901 by surveyors, and recently.  The source of information is 
personal observation and the MNRF's LIO and NHIC natural resource information system.  There is an especially 
large community of wild rice and black ash in the linked Mattawishkwia Lake,  East Mattawishkwia Lake and 
Mattawishkwia River.  These lakes are remarkably shallow - about 2m in places in the middle. These have been 
used historically, as the Mattawishkwia River forms a waterway link between the Kabinakagami River and the 
Missinaibi River.  These lakes have long been a study area for Ducks Unlimited (M Johnson pers comm) and are 
popular with waterfowl.  Timber was historically harvested in this area and  there are a few small cabins. 

DCL #16  covers 1443 ha to Enduring Feature  EF 81284 and  3666 ha to EF 81322. 
DCL #16  covers 71% of Ecosite B120 on the Hearst Forest, which is Ash on Moist Silty to Fine Loamy Soils. It 
also covers  4% of  B146, Shore Fen. 

The Mattawishkwia Lakes Wild Rice -Black Ash Community is a Designated Conservation Reserve. 
 It is also a High Conservation Value as a Naturally Rare Ecosystem. 
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Designated	Conservation	Land	#17	-	Minnipuka	Lakes	Birch	

Extensive pure stands are rare on the Forest, especially fire-origin never-harvested ones.  A prime 
example has been captured in DCL #17, as shown by the BW1 Forest Unit on the map below.  This area 
was part of the extensive 1923 burn.  The birch was left undisturbed by harvesting in the 1990's nearby. 
Combining a block landlocked by water and the CN Railway with the remnant stands creates a valuable 
representation of fire-origin forest.  It complements the nearby Pichogen Mixedwood Park. 
There is another stand of BW1 north of the CN tracks, but it is scheduled for harvest.  

DCL #17  captures 654 ha in Enduring Feature EF 81520, which is 1% of the 66,718 ha on the Forest. 
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5.0		Input	from	Interested		Parties	

FSC requires that interested parties be involved in the Gap Analysis and selection of candidates, and 
HFMI practices a policy of community involvement and values the close relationship with those who 
live in and use the Forest.  Representatives of the members of CLFN and the people of Hearst are 
involved in the demanding Forest Management Planning process for two years out of every five (now 
10), as well as ongoing LCC meetings, quarterly meetings with CLFN, pre-harvest trapper meetings, 
nuisance beaver work, special sessions on topics such as caribou habitat, forest tenure and Far North 
planning, and countless interactions which HFMI`s 'open door' culture encourages. HFMI managers 
each have long involvement with the communities. 

To be respectful of everyone's time, people who wish to propose something are asked to dig into 
technical requirements themselves, do the legwork, and, if  there would be an impact on others, present 
the initiative to everyone else, for them to digest and then provide advice and comments for further 
work.  This is the process used here.  HFMI and MNR staff ran the GapTool and looked at the outputs, 
and HFMI then selected candidate sites.  

Past consultation around land use issues, particularly Lands for Life, have elicited low public support 
for further parks. HFMI's  selection process made use of existing deferrals in the Forest Management 
Plan (which had been subject to extensive consultation) in order to fill representation gaps as efficiently 
as possible (at least impact to forest users). The selection of other candidates considered other past input 
from trappers, a tourism operator, and skiers, to again achieve ecological targets most efficiently.   

HFMI gave its report to Gaetan Baillargeon, then -Native Liaison Officer for Constance Lake FN who 
was the designated contact for natural resources issues.  Gaetan reviewed it and sought Chief & Council 
support as per CLFN process. His August 2012 review supported HFMI's selections and stated: 

"Having gone through the Gap Analysis document, I believe that a sufficient amount of forest 
has been identified.  Do I think there could be more?  If we decide to include more area to be 
protected, I think that these areas must also be managed in a manner that allows some forestry to 
take place so that we do not set ourselves up for big fires in the long run of things.  Having said 
that, however, I do believe that fire is a big part of our coniferous forest and we must start to 
include more prescribed burns so that we do not lose our forest to natural succession. We must 
not forget that pre-contact that First Nation people one time used fire for hunting and for 
harvesting different foods and medicine that need natural fires to become dominant." 

Rick Allen is currently the Chief of CLFN.  In 2013, as the CLFN Councilor who held the portfolio for 
Forestry and Lands issues,he reviewed and discussed the 2013 version with HFMI.  The current 
candidates were OK, except for Candidate #9, which overlaps the area of mining exploration which 
CLFN supports, so CLFN would not support the candidate (as currently delineated) being made a park. 
While the other candidates were OK as candidates,  he said there was not general support for more land 
being turned into conventional MNR parks.  However, CLFN likes the idea of there being different 
allowable uses and different management in areas of special interest.   
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Bertha Sutherland, CLFN Land-Use Planning Coordinator, also reviewed the Gap Analysis and 
explained that CLFN's Land Use Planning process is focussed on the Far North. I (Lauren Quist of 
HFMI) let Rick and Bertha know that HFMI  will consider  more HCVF or Gap Analysis areas if CLFN 
members want to put forward an area for special management, whatever that may look like, and that 
HFMI (and MNR) is open to discuss it.  Bertha responded that during LUP discussions with members 
over land use designations in the Far North, she will let people know that  designations are possible in 
the Hearst Forest as well, and HFMI has an open door. Therefore, any future  Gap Analysis candidates 
are more likely to be proposed by CLFN than HFMI. 

A combination of Peer Review and Interested Party input to the original version of this report were 
sought from people with forestry expertise who also knew the Hearst Forest and the local communities.  
Thoughtful reviews were provided by Marc Hebert, RPF, of College Boreal and Desneiges Larose, 
MScF, who was leading community involvement in forestry in Hearst.  

Peer Reviews of the 2013 version were sought from people who specialize in conservation planning: 
Brent Tegler of North-South Environmental Inc, and Julee Boan of Ontario Nature.  

HFMI wanted a full engagement on High Conservation Values with Constance Lake FN and the local 
public, but forest management planning issues and then Covid19 precluded meeting. To get some 
needed input,  HFMI asked  Roger Wesley of Constance Lake First Nation to review the Dec 2019 
HFVF report and provide ideas, feedback.  Roger talked with elders, and based on that and his extensive 
experience, provided the text referenced here as well as many other insights, suggestions and 
corrections, not only about the land, but also about the approach to such an exercise.  

All reviewer comments and suggested improvements made this a better  product. They are available. 

6.0		Conclusion	and	Thoughts	for	future	work	

Through this gap analysis, 61,617  ha of land have been proposed as Designated Conservation Lands. 

It is felt that this is a good step towards achieving conservation goals on the Hearst Forest without 
unduly negatively affecting resource users. It makes a concerted effort to focus protection efforts on 
protecting values that are currently under-represented in Parks and Conservation Reserves.  Protecting 
ecosites or Enduring Features that are currently under-represented allows forest managers to protect 
something valuable rather than just achieving a numeric target. By focusing on Ecosite types that persist 
well, on areas being conserved for other values, and on areas needed in a mature state for possible 
caribou use, it is hoped that these Designated Conservation Lands will make a significant contribution 
to a healthy diverse ecosystem for the long term. 
Land use planning occurs in repeated cycles, while resource management and interactions with the 
public are continuous.  Interested parties may happen to suggest values, whether a type of vegetation or 
a specific location, that would benefit from protection. The opportunity to add or change candidates 
(until they are formally protected) always exists.   
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7.0		Change	Document	

This document has changed extensively since it was first produced. The changes that are most 
significant, most recent, and/or a result of public input are listed below. 

 Addition of analysis by Enduring Features 
 2020: Addition of analysis of ELC Ecosites for the Forest as a whole 
 2021: Addition of analysis of ELC Ecosites by Ecodistrict.    

 2018: Addition of  DCL #12,  Legge 1995 Burn, in response to Ontario Nature's analysis by 

Enduring Feature.   
 2020: change/ expansion of  DCL #3 & #9 to reflect the 2019 FMP DCHS. 

 2020: Addition of DCL #13, Renesig Cr Route, in response to public use and support 
 2020: Addition of DCL #14, Cedar, and in response to recommendation by Roger Wesley of 

Constance Lake FN. 
 2020: DCL #15, White Pine, due to being only natural stand on the Forest, and  in response 

to recommendation by Roger Wesley of Constance Lake FN. 
 2020: Addition of DCL #16, Mattawishkwia Lakes, due to being only elm and extensive 

wild rice on the Forest, and  to improve representation 


